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Celebrating the 100th Anniversary of Disney
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100 Years of Disney
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100 Years of Disney

100 years of Disney: Steiff Celebrates the Magic.

The Walt Disney Company and Steiff have enjoyed a long and 
successful partnership. In 1931, through Steiff’s representative 
in New York, Walt Disney himself selected Steiff to produce the 
world’s first officially licensed plush Mickey Mouse toys. 

It was an instant success story. The demand for Mickey Mouse 
toys was so great, Steiff produced 30,000 pieces in one year 
alone. By 1936, the number had risen to 53,000 Mickeys and 
another 13,000 Minnies. 

The partnership between Steiff and Disney continues to this 
day. In 2023, we’re honored to present collections that 
showcase both toy products for children, and fine collectibles 
for adults. 

Join us as we celebrate 100 years of Disney magic with the 
iconic characters that have brought joy to generations.
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355943 – D100 Disney Mickey Mouse with Teddy bear

Product Details
 LED size: limited to end of 2023
 12 inches
 Mickey's body made of wool felt and teddy bear made of high-quality 

mohair
 Mickey: 5-way jointed, legs reinforced with link wire
 Teddy bear 5-way jointed 
 With expressive embroidered eyes and tongue
 With gold-plated button and white ear tag
 Part of the Disney anniversary collection. Mickey wears the 100 years 

Disney stainless steel chest tag
 Special packaging and special hang tag

Retail Price: $395.00

Attention! This product is not a toy. The item is intended exclusively for adult collectors.

Licensed Disney Limited Editions

In honor of the partnership that began in 1931, Steiff and Disney are pleased to present their two most
iconic figures in one irresistible set. Introducing Mickey Mouse holding his very own Steiff Teddy bear.
More than 90 years ago, Walt Disney himself chose Steiff to make the world’s first commercially
licensed versions of Mickey Mouse toys. Our new, very special limited edition is a perfect representation
of the long-term friendship between these two legendary companies. Mickey is sewn from fine wool felt,
while his tiny Teddy is crafted from genuine mohair. Both pieces are five-way jointed. Mickey has wired
legs for added support, and to make him even more posable. He also proudly wears the “D100”
stainless steel chest tag, signifying his status as part of Disney’s centennial celebration collection.
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355936 – D100 Disney Mickey Mouse Platinum

Product Details
 LED size: limited to end of year 2023
 12 inches
 5-way jointed, legs reinforced with link wire
 Body made of fine cotton velvet, trousers made of glitter fabric
 With expressive embroidered eyes and tongue
 With gold-plated button and white ear tag
 Character is part of Disney's 100th anniversary, so he wears this special 

necklace with the embossed anniversary logo 
 Special packaging and special hanging day

Retail Price: $325.00

Attention! This product is not a toy. The item is intended exclusively for adult collectors.

Platinum, the world’s most precious metal, was the inspiration for our newest, most precious Disney
collectible yet. In celebration of 100 years of magic, Steiff is honored to present a version of Mickey Mouse
unlike any we’ve ever done before. It’s a modern masterpiece that perfectly illustrates the luxurious
platinum theme. This monochromatic Mickey is artistically handmade from various shades of grey cotton
velvet, and wears a pair of glittery fabric trousers. He features expressive, embroidered eyes and other
detailed, stitched embellishments. This collectible treasure proudly wears a “D100” stainless steel
necklace, signifying his status as part of Disney’s centennial celebration collection. He’s a Mickey like no
other — one that every collector will want to own.

Licensed Disney Limited Editions
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Special Packaging and Hang Tag for Mickey Mouse
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355929 – D100 Disney Oswald

Product Details
 LED size: limited to end of year 2023
 13 inches
 Wired arms and legs
 Body made of Mohair, pants and face made of velvet
 With gold-plated button-in-ear and white ear tag
 Character is part of Disney's 100th anniversary, so he wears this special 

necklace with the embossed anniversary logo 
 Custom box and hang tag

Retail Price: $525.00

Attention! This product is not a toy. The item is intended exclusively for adult collectors.

Collectors may be surprised to learn that, even before Mickey Mouse, Walt Disney had already created another
famous character — Oswald, The Lucky Rabbit. While Oswald would not become as big a star as Mickey
(though they share some remarkable similarities in appearance), he was still a success. This “Lucky Rabbit”
was featured in several short animated films from 1927 through 1938. For many years, the character was
owned by Universal Studios, until the Walt Disney Company reacquired the rights to Oswald in 2006 — and
brought him home. Since then, he’s appeared in video games, comic books, and Disney Parks worldwide. Now,
for the first time ever, this historic part of the Disney legacy is being brought to life by Steiff as part of the “D-
100” anniversary celebration. Oswald is entirely handmade, and features a genuine mohair body. His pants and
face are sewn from fine cotton velvet. He wears a special chest tag embossed with the Disney 100th
anniversary logo. Don’t miss this chance to own a one-of-a-kind piece of Disney history. With production strictly
limited to the year 2023, will you be one of the lucky few to own Steiff’s “Oswald, The Lucky Rabbit”?

Licensed Disney Limited Editions
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Special Packaging and Hang Tag for Oswald
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Product Details
 LED size 2000 pieces

 Pongo 7 inches sitting and Perdita 7 inches laying

 Head jointed

 Body made of Mohair

 With gold plated button in ear and white ear tag

 Perdita and Pongo are the parents of Patch

Disney Worldwide Limited Editions

Attention! This product is not a toy. The item is intended exclusively for adult collectors.

355813 – Disney 101 Dalmatians Set
Retail Price: $315.00
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Product Details
 20 inches

 Head jointed, wired ears

 Body made of soft woven plush from Steiff Schulte

 With special Studio piece button in ear and white ear tag

Disney Worldwide Limited Editions

Attention! This product is not a toy. The item is intended exclusively for adult collectors.

501067 – Disney Studio Dumbo
Retail Price: $835.00
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Disney Soft Cuddly Friends Collection

Famous Faces at Amazing Prices.

They’re cute and cuddly, soft and sweet — not to mention fun and famous! They’re Disney’s biggest stars, and Steiff is proud to 
offer these beloved favorite characters in kid-friendly, safety-tested versions for all ages. And best of all, they’re available at 

amazing, family-friendly prices!
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Disney Originals

024689 – Soft Cuddly Friends Bambi
Retail Price: $38.95

024627 – Soft Cuddly Friends Thumper
Retail Price: $38.95



Innovations in the licensing area

02
Steiff Licensed

Products
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Steiff Rocks! Collection

Honoring Rock-and-Roll Royalty.

First came Queen. Then Elton John. And now, the Rolling Stones. Our “Steiff Rocks” series, which pays 
tribute to rock-and-roll royalty, continues in 2023 with an homage to a band that is truly legendary — and is 
still on tour today! More than 60 years since their first performance, The Rolling Stones remain megastars, 

and Steiff is pleased to present their fans with a cherished keepsake honoring their favorite band. 
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Steiff Rocks! Collection
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Product Details
 LED size 3000 pieces
 13 inches
 5-way jointed
 Body made of the finest red mohair with black tip
 Black felt soles and paws with logo embroidery on the left sole
 The logo of the band, the bear wears as a print under his leather jacket, 

which is implemented as a part of his body
 With gold-plated button and white ear tag
 3rd article of the series "Steiff Rocks" 
 Special packaging and special hang tag

Steiff Rocks! Collection

Attention! This product is not a toy. The item is intended exclusively for adult collectors.

355967 – Steiff Rocks! Rolling Stones
Retail Price: $365.00
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007 James Bond
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Product Details
 LED size 3000 pieces
 12 inches
 5-way jointed
 Body made of the finest mohair 
 Felt soles and paws with logo embroidery on the left sole and the notes of 

the melody on the right sole
 With musical windup developed exclusively for Steiff of the title music of 

"Dr. No" 
 With gold-plated button and white ear tag
 2nd item of the Series "James Bond"
 Special packaging and special hang tag

James Bond Collection

Attention! This product is not a toy. The item is intended exclusively for adult collectors.

007613 – James Bond Dr No Musical Teddy bear 
Retail Price: $345.00
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Product Details
 12 inches
 5-way jointed
 Body made of cuddly soft plush
 Logo embroidery on the left sole
 First child toy in the Series "James Bond"

James Bond Collection

355691 – James Bond Teddy bear 
Retail Price: $99.00
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Universal – Jurassic Park

Meet the Latest Monstrously Successful ‘Monster’ from Universal.

Founded in 1912, Universal Studios has, through the decades, become widely known for their 
famous movie monsters (“Dracula,” “King Kong,” and more) — along with their monstrous hit movies 

(“E.T.,” and “Shrek,” among countless others). But the biggest of them all is the “Jurassic Park” 
franchise, which has grossed more than $6 billion dollars world-wide. So as the original “Jurassic 
Park” celebrates its 30th anniversary, we present a plush version of the most memorable creature 

from the very first film of the series. He’s the terrifyingly terrific T-Rex from the record-breaking 
original movie which was released in 1993. Just like the film, our T-Rex is an instant classic!
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Product Details
 LED size 2000 pieces
 15 inches
 Body made of short-pile plush with custom made original print 
 With gold-plated button and white ear tag
 Special chest tag and individual sewn in label
 Item comes in a special packaging, with anniversary print

Universal – Jurassic Park

355974 – Jurassic Park T-Rex
Retail Price: $410.00

Attention! This product is not a toy. The item is intended exclusively for adult collectors.



LED´s worldwide, Club, and Country Exclusives

03
Worldwide 

Limited Editions
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403507 – Bärle 43 PAB 1905 Vintage-Replica

Product Details
 LED size 323 pieces
 24 inches, 5-way jointed
 Made of original recreated mohair by Steiff Schulte, Wood wool stuffing and vintage 

finishing all over the body and paws
 Claws and nose hand-garnished, Wooden eyes, Paw pads made of wool felt
 Protective button "with under scored "F" button in the ear" made of patinated steel and 

sewn in Replica ear tag on side seam
 Special packaging and booklet

Retail Price: $2,075.00

Attention! This product is not a toy. The item is intended exclusively for adult collectors.

As most collectors know, Steiff invented the original Teddy bear in 1902. And one of the
company’s earliest, widely distributed five-way disc-jointed mohair bears was introduced
in 1905. His name was “Barle.” Now this priceless original has been meticulously
recreated as a part of our new “Vintage Replicas” series. This ground-breaking collection
consists of painstakingly reconstructed replicas of vintage items that have been “aged to
perfection.” These highly precise recreations look amazingly like their antique originals —
with obvious signs of wear, moth holes, and other characteristics that give them a truly
vintage look. Produced in very small edition sizes, these are destined to become the
most desirable replicas of all time. With special packaging and booklet.

Worldwide Limited Editions
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403491 – Teddy bear Replica 1906

Product Details
 LED size 906 pieces
 13 inches, 5-way jointed
 Made of original recreated mohair by Steiff Schult, Wood wool stuffing and body squeaker 
 Claws and nose hand-garnished, Wooden eyes, Paw pads made of wool felt
 Protective button "with under scored "F" button in the ear" made of patinated steel and original 

replicated ear tag

Retail Price: $295.00

Attention! This product is not a toy. The item is intended exclusively for adult collectors.

Although Margarete Steiff opened her sewing business since 1902, the
company was not registered as “GmbH,” (the U.S. equivalent of
becoming incorporated) until 1906. From this landmark year comes a
very precise, detailed, and authentic replica. He is made from specially
dyed mohair from Steiff-Schulte, which was carefully reproduced to
match the archival original. He has hand-stitched claws and facial
features, along with hand-lathed wooden eyes. He’s stuffed with wood
wool, features a squeaker, and has a period-correct “Button in Ear” and
tag. This magnificent bear possesses all the authentic Steiff attributes
that collectors desire. He’s sure to be a bestseller.

Worldwide Limited Editions
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403484 – Charly Replica 1930

Product Details
 LED size 930 pieces
 4 inches, 1-way-jointed (head)
 Made of the finest mohair and wood wool stuffing with glass eyes
 Protective button "with under scored "F" button in the ear" made of patinated steel and original 

replicated ear tag
 Original was created exactly on January 20, 1930 and was available in different versions, 

whether as a Steiff animal, pincushion or with music box. Charly is the successor of Molly and 
Ajax

Retail Price: $175.00

Attention! This product is not a toy. The item is intended exclusively for adult collectors.

During the 1920’s-1930’s, Steiff occasionally sold more dogs than Teddy
bears! Molly and Ajax, of course, were only two of the most popular dog
styles of the era. Charly was also a hit, and remains a collector favorite.
That’s why we’re reintroducing this popular design in 2023. Charly is a
miraculous recreation of his vintage counterpart — from his glass eyes; to
his excelsior stuffing; to his precisely matched mohair; to his hand-stitched
claws. It’s as if he had emerged from a time capsule from yesteryear, which
will make him a centerpiece of many Steiff collections.

Worldwide Limited Editions
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Sustainability Collection

Sustainability: A Cause that Matters.

Steiff Teddy bears and animals are designed to last a lifetime. This means we’re committed to creating 
sustainable products that can be passed from generation to generation. We reaffirmed this commitment in 2020, 

when we launched our “Teddies for Tomorrow” series. 

It’s a far-reaching collection that allows us to produce environmentally conscious products for adults, while also 
creating eco-friendly and natural products for children. 

The collection includes items made from alternative, natural materials.
These include bamboo, hemp, linen and paper for collectors; and alternative, recycled materials for children*. 
There’s something for everyone in the “Teddies for Tomorrow” line, a collection that’s centered around a cause 

that matters to us all.

HEMP BAMBOO PAPER LINEN
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007415 – Harlequin Teddy bear

Product Details
 LED size 2020 pieces 
 12 inches, 5-way jointed
 Body made of Paper Plush, foot and paw pads out of biobased Alcantra-Leather, and stuffed 

with corn fibers
 Distinctive ‘’Teddies for tomorrow’’ stainless steel chest tag 
 With gold plated button in ear and white ear tag

Retail Price: $240.00

Attention! This product is not a toy. The item is intended exclusively for adult collectors.

When the original Steiff “Harlequin” bear, which was believed to be an un-
produced prototype, was offered for sale more than a decade ago at a famous
auction house, the world gasped when the Teddy sold for just under $75,000.
The bear was distinguished not only for its price, but because of its unique
design — a red, blue, and yellow harlequin pattern. Now, this famous Teddy is
returning as a part of Steiff’s eco-friendly “Teddies for Tomorrow” collection.
He’s sewn from paper plush, has alcantara (simulated suede) paw pads, and
is stuffed with corn fiber. Like the original on which he is based, the 2023
version is truly unique in every way.

Worldwide Limited Editions – Teddies for Tomorrow
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028441 – 1912 Teddy bear

Product Details
 Open Edition
 13 inches
 Body made of linen plush, soles and paws made of violan, and filled with corn fiber 
 Eyes underlaid with red felt
 Distinctive ''Teddies for tomorrow‘’ chest tag made of brass
 With gold-plated gold button and white/blue ear tag

Retail Price: $199.00

Attention! This product is not a toy. The item is intended exclusively for adult collectors.

When the Titanic sank in 1912, the world mourned. And to commemorate this
tragic event, Steiff produced a black Teddy bear with eyes set against a red
felt backing, to simulate the redness of crying. Very few of these bears were
made, and fewer still have survived. Today, these rare bears are among the
“holy grails” for any serious Steiff collector. For 2023, Steiff will reintroduce
this most sough-after of bears as part of our “Teddies for Tomorrow” collection
of environmentally-conscious bears. He’s sewn from linen plush, has herbal-
based felt paws, and is stuffed with corn fiber. He’s a brand-new version of a
true Steiff classic, reborn for a new generation of collectors.

Worldwide Limited Editions – Teddies for Tomorrow
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007422 – Xander Koala

Product Details
 LED size 2020 pieces 
 13 inches, 5-way jointed
 Body made of Bamboo Viscose Plush, with Linen accents on ears and chest, foot and paw 

pads out of biobased Alcantara-Leather, and filled with corn fibers
 Distinctive ‘’Teddies for tomorrow’’ chest tag made of brass
 With gold plated button in ear and white ear tag

 Successor of Lavender Rabbit and Evander Panda

Retail Price: $240.00

Attention! This product is not a toy. The item is intended exclusively for adult collectors.

Although Steiff produced the world’s first Teddy bear in 1902, it was not
until 1955 that a koala was introduced into the line. This original style
was produced through 1961. In 2023, Steiff is offering a fresh
interpretation of a koala as part of our “Teddies for Tomorrow” series.
He’s called “Xander,” and his body is sewn from bamboo viscose. He has
natural linen accents on his ears and chest. His foot and paw pads are
made from sustainable alcantara, (a simulated suede-like material).
Xander is stuffed with corn fiber. He’s a new interpretation of a Steiff
classic that is sure to appeal to today’s contemporary collectors.

Worldwide Limited Editions – Teddies for Tomorrow
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007408 – Rabbit Set

Product Details
 LED size 1500 pieces

 Pink Rabbit is 4 inches, Green Rabbit is 4 inches 

 1-way jointed (head)

 Rabbits made of wool plush, Nest made of violan

 With gold-plated button and white ear tag

Retail Price: $185.00

Attention! This product is not a toy. The item is intended exclusively for adult collectors.

What’s even better than one Steiff rabbit? We think two is twice as nice!
This beautiful set (consisting of a 10 cm pale pink and a 9 cm light green
bunny) is doubly delightful. Both rabbits are made of fine wool plush,
have jointed heads, and are nestled in a “basket” (made of herbal felt)
which is die-cut to simulate a grassy field. Both rabbits wear organza
ribbons, while the slightly larger pink bunny is embellished with a tiny felt
blossom on her. bow. It’s a wonderfully fresh set which will add a touch of
Spring to any room, all year long.

Worldwide Limited Editions
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007385 – Lina Mouse with Harlequin Teddy bear

Product Details
 LED size 1500 pieces
 4 inches, Mouse is 3-way jointed (head & arms), Harlequin Teddy bear is 5-way jointed
 Made of fine wool plush with gold-plated button in ear
 5th article in the Mice with Iconic Steiff Teddy Characters Series, (Richard Steiff Teddy, PB 55, 

black Teddy bear, red Teddy bear)

Retail Price: $145.00

Attention! This product is not a toy. The item is intended exclusively for adult collectors.

As further proof that mice collect Teddy bears, too, we’re delighted
to bring you this adorable miniature mouse, the fifth edition in this
much-loved series. Sewn from fine wool plush with felt accents, Lina
is three-way jointed. She proudly cuddles the tiniest version of
Steiff’s famous harlequin bear that we’ve ever produced. And
amazingly, this tiny Ted is five-way jointed! Only a limited supply will
be available in the U.S., so order yours today!

Worldwide Limited Editions
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007392 – Fairy Tale World “Aschenputtel” Set

Product Details
 LED size 1000 pieces
 Teddy bear is 6 inches and 5-way jointed, Doves are 2 inches
 Teddy bear is made of the finest mohair, doves made of felt painted with airbrush details
 Aschenputtel dressed in her outfit made of felt and BW poplin, with airbrush finishing
 With gold-plated button in ear and white ear tag
 5th article of the fairy tale series

Retail Price: $240.00

Attention! This product is not a toy. The item is intended exclusively for adult collectors.

The story of the fair maiden called Aschenputtel and the story of the glass
slipper is a worldwide favorite, with more than 500 published variations in
dozens of languages. The German version, by the Brothers Grimm, was
published in 1812. As the newest edition in our Fairy Tale Series,
Aschenputtel takes her place alongside the previous four highly successful
limited editions. The centerpiece of the set is a blonde Teddy bear, who
wears an elaborate felt dress that has been delicately hand painted. She is
accompanied by two highly detailed doves. It’s a wonderful three-piece set
that brings the famous folk tale vividly to life.

Worldwide Limited Editions
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683985 – Great American Berryman Bear

Product Details
 Edition size: 1,000 pieces 

 12 inches & 5-way jointed

 Noses and claws hand-garnished

 Both bears made of mohair

 Gold-plated "Button-in-Ear"

 The chest is adorned by President Teddy Roosevelt and colors of the American flag

Retail Price: $320.00

Attention! This product is not a toy. The item is intended exclusively for adult collectors.

Before Teddy Roosevelt, there was no such thing as a “Teddy” bear. But all that changed, more
than a century ago, when Roosevelt went to Mississippi for a bear hunt. Naturally, his hosts
wanted Mr. President to find a bear to collect. However, none was to be found — except for a lone
baby bear cub. When his hosts presented the cub to him as a trophy to be taken, Roosevelt, in a
true show of sportsmanship, declined. And in saving the life of the baby bear, he found himself in
the political comic strips of the day, as a savior of the cub. Thus, “Teddy’s bear,” (or the “Teddy
bear”) was born. This year, Steiff North America is pleased to bring you a set which honors both
Teddy Roosevelt and the cub whose life he chose to spare. As part of our ongoing series of “Great
American Teddy” bears, this two-piece set includes both a fully jointed Teddy bear, and a Teddy
bear cub based on the political cartoons of the day. It’s a must-have set that no Steiff collector —
or Teddy bear fan — can be without!

North American Exclusive Limited Edition
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683992 – Carrie Rabbit

Product Details
 Edition size: 1,500 pieces 

 8 inches & 3-way jointed (head and arms)

 Hand-stitched nose

 Body made of a curly apricot colored mohair

 Gold-plated "Button-in-Ear"

 The denim garden apron is color-coordinated with the blue eyes of the rabbit

 Two small felt carrots jut out from the little belly pocket

Retail Price: $198.00

Attention! This product is not a toy. The item is intended exclusively for adult collectors.

After more than 15 years, our Carrie Rabbit makes her debut as part of the longest-running series
in the history of Steiff North America. This beautiful bunny has a question for you: “Have you eaten
your veggies?” If not, then Carrie is pleased to share the newly harvested carrots from her garden.
After more than a decade, the perpetually popular rabbits in this long-running series from Steiff
continues with this irresistible bunny. Carrie proudly takes her place among the all-time favorites in
this much-beloved collection. This posable bunny wears a denim apron, which is already filled with
her harvest — two oversized felt carrots from her garden. Her fine detailing and supreme
craftsmanship make Carrie a Steiff item to be cherished forever. Whether you’re a long-time
collector — or you’re starting your Steiff collection today — add Carrie to your list of must-have
favorites for Springtime and beyond.

North American Exclusive Limited Edition
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Steiff Club Bears

Exclusive Products For Our Most Loyal Fans.

The Steiff brand is one that inspires much loyalty and devotion. That’s why each year, we present a 
special “Steiff Club” assortment of Teddy bears for our most dedicated fans. Produced in very 

limited quantities, these highly-prized editions are the best-of-the-best. They’re proven bestsellers 
that no true Steiff loyalist can be without.
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421730 – Steiff Club Edition Bear 2023

Product Details
 LED size Club Edition 1,992
 13 inches, 5-way jointed
 Made of high-quality bamboo viscose plush
 Felt soles and paws printed with margaritan design
 With gold-plated "button in the ear" and exclusive club ear tag
 Distinctive ‘’Teddies for tomorrow’’ stainless steel chest tag 
 Inspirated by Margarete Steiff Edition Teddy bear Gretle

Retail Price: $240.00

Attention! This product is not a toy. The item is intended exclusively for adult collectors.

If the 2023 annual Club edition looks familiar, it’s because she was inspired by 
the black label Margarete Steiff edition (“Gretle”) from 2022. That magnificent 
Teddy bear sold out immediately, and left Club members asking for more. We 
are therefore pleased to present a smaller version that captures the essence of 
Gretle’s beautiful design as our Annual Club Edition. As part of our “Teddies of 
Tomorrow” collection, this fine bear is sewn from bamboo viscose and wears a 
special stainless steel chest tag. Her felt paw pads have been imprinted with a 
floral motif which mirrors the look of “Gretle.” It’s sure to be our most popular 
Club Edition in years, so renew your membership, then order this breathtaking 
bear today!

Steiff Club Bear
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421754 – Steiff Club Annual Gift 2023
Value: $70.00

Product Details
 Club gift is an annual limitation
 4 inches, 5-way jointed
 Made of high-quality bamboo viscose plush
 With gold-plated "button-in-ear" 
 Exclusive Club ear tag

Attention! This product is not a toy. The item is intended exclusively for adult collectors.

In keeping with the long-standing tradition, this year’s Club Gift and Event Bears mirror the look of the main Annual Club 
Edition. The 10 cm Gift Bear is sewn from bamboo viscose, while the 20 cm was created from the finest genuine mohair. 
Both are five-way jointed, and have white coats with pale green paw pads, The event bear wears an elegant, white 
organza bow. Just like the main Annual Club Edition, they’re available to members only!

Steiff Club Bears

421747 – Steiff Club Edition Bear 2023
Retail Price: $135.00

Product Details
 LED size to the year
 8 inches, 5-way jointed
 Made of high-quality mohair
 With gold-plated "button-in-ear" 
 Exclusive Club ear tag



Cuddly Plush for Child and Baby

04
Soft Cuddly Friends
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Introducing Gift Messenger Bears

There is always a gift occasion!

 Happy Birthday!

 Merry Christmas

 I love you

 Will you marry me?
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Gift Messenger Bears

113833 – Jimmy Teddy bear Love 
12 inches

Retail Price: $39.95 

114069 – Jimmy Teddy bear Birthday 
14 inches

Retail Price: $44.95 

113239 – Jimmy Teddy bear Christmas 
12 inches

Retail Price: $39.95 

FALLSPRING SPRING
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Soft Cuddly Friends - Child

067242 – Joshi Baby T-Rex
6 inches

Retail Price: $22.95

056246 – Cheesy Mouse
7 inches

Retail Price: $25.95 

SPRING
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Soft Cuddly Friends - Child

074349 – Gola Dangling Horse
7 inches

Retail Price: $22.95

074318 – Gola Horse
11 inches

Retail Price: $36.95 

SPRING
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Soft Cuddly Friends - Child

063992 – Jill Flamingo
12 inches

Retail Price: $36.95 

SPRING
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Soft Cuddly Friends - Child

045172 – Phil Squirrel
8 inches

Retail Price: $34.95

074387 – Hedgy Hedgehog
6 inches

Retail Price: $25.95 

FALL
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Soft Cuddly Friends - Child

067600 – Toni Tiger
12 inches

Retail Price: $34.95

068201 – Gina Giraffe
9 inches

Retail Price: $22.95 

FALL
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Soft Cuddly Friends - Child

075537 – Benji Red Panda
11 inches

Retail Price: $34.95 

067853 – Cobb Cow
9 inches

Retail Price: $34.95 

FALL
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Soft Cuddly Friends – Baby

242717 – My First Steiff Ellie Elephant 
Plush Toy
9 inches

Retail Price: $29.95 

242724 – My First Steiff Ellie Elephant 
Security Blanket

10 inches
Retail Price: $28.95 

242731 – My First Steiff Ellie Elephant 
Musical Pull Toy

10 inches
Retail Price: $39.95 

FALL
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Soft Cuddly Friends – Baby

242250 – UPDATED My First Steiff 
Hoppie Security Blanket

10 inches
Retail Price: $28.95 

FALL
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Soft Cuddly Friends - Baby

242182 – Ball with Music
5 inches

Retail Price: $22.95

FALL



Steiff Originals for Kids and Baby

05
Steiff Plush Originals
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Chinese Zodiac Teddies

114052 – Rabbit Hoodie Teddy bear 
11 inches

Retail Price: $72.00 

113161 – Tiger Hoodie Teddy bear 
11 inches

Retail Price: $72.00 

113284 – Dragon Hoodie Teddy bear 
11 inches

Retail Price: $72.00 

SPRING
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Steiff Plush Originals

067945 – Slo Turtle
13 inches

Retail Price: $74.00 

113864 – Cozy Year Bear 2024
13 inches

Retail Price: $69.00 

FALL
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Steiff Plush Originals
Popular designs, back by popular demand

067693 – Colo Koala
11 inches

Retail Price: $105.00 

071928 – Chinchi Chinchilla
7 inches

Retail Price: $52.00 

102592 – Mizzy Lynx
14 inches

Retail Price: $115.00 

057182 – Hummi Humboldt Penguin
14 inches

Retail Price: $105.00 

062223 – Boogie Gorilla
14 inches

Retail Price: $115.00 

063985 – Lori Parrot
10 inches

Retail Price: $105.00 



Over-sized plush toys for kids
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Gentle Giants
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Gentle Giants

075728 – Flaps Penguin
24 inches

Retail Price: $199.00 

114045 – XL Ben Teddy Bear
21 inches

Retail Price: $99.00 

SPRING
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Gentle Giants

067433 – Heavenly Hugs Henny Dog
20 inches

Retail Price: $145.00 

065170 – Leo Lion
26 inches

Retail Price: $240.00 

FALL



Thank you!
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